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Chiasma distribution, genetic lengths, and
recombination fractions: a comparison between
chromosomes 15 and 16
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SUMMARY The chiasma distribution of bivalents 15 and 16 identified at diakinesis by a quadruple
staining technique including DA-DAPI fluorescence has been investigated in two human males. The
study has shown that chiasmata are not distributed at random. Both chromosomes have distally
localised chiasmata, but in the long arm of chromosome 15 chiasmata are also found to be localised
proximally, adjacent to the centromere. Genetic lengths and recombination fractions have been
calculated from chiasma distribution data for the major bands of chromosomes 15 and 16 under the
assumptions that there is no chromatid interference, no chiasma movement, and no difference
between mitotic and meiotic band positions. The localisation of chiasmata implies much discrepancy
in recombination patterns between the acrocentric chromosome 15 and the submetacentric chromo-
some 16.

Investigations on meiotic chiasmata provide a
unique cytogenetic opportunity to gain insight into
patterns of recombination. Under the assumptions
that there is no chiasma movement and no chromatid
interference, chiasma distribution data may be used
to estimate both the genetic map interval and the
recombination fraction between any chromosomal
markers, as recently described for chromosomes 1,
2, and 9 by Hulten et all and Laurie et al.2
A prerequisite for the analysis is obviously that

individual chromosomes and chromosome arms can
be unequivocally identified, which imposes some
practical problems because chromosome identi-
fication is more difficult at meiosis than at mitosis.
Thus, at diakinesis/first metaphase, the centromeres
cannot be reliably visualised by staining techniques
such as orcein, Giemsa, or Q banding because the
centromeric primary constriction is absent; therefore
C banding is obligatory. Secondly, at this stage,
chromosome configurations are more complex than
at mitosis with crosses and rings resulting from
chiasma formation after pairing between homo-
logues, which in itself complicates the interpretation
of the Q banding patterns. It should also be noted
that although the band locations at mitosis and
meiosis are basically the same,3 the meiotic bivalents
Received for publication 17 January 1983.
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at diakinesis/first metaphase are inherently more
condensed, resulting in a reduced resolution of
individual bands.
Some chromosomes such as D14 and D15 may not

be easy to differentiate unambiguously in any one
cell, even after consecutive Q and C banding,4 and
we have therefore applied other staining techniques
on human male meiotic chromosomes to improve
this situation. As expected from the experience
with mitotic cells, the Distamycin-DAPI fluores-
cence turns out to be the most useful as regards
identification of D15 and also specifies E16 with
certainty. We have therefore incorporated the DA-
DAPI into a quadruple staining technique with Q
and C banding and cresyl fast violet. The initial
Q staining allows differentiation between the long
and short arms of chromosome 16 and the subse-
quent DA-DAPI staining means that chromosomes
15 and 16 may be easily and reliably identified. Cresyl
fast violet gives the chromosomes a sharper outline,
which is useful for drawing and measuring the
chiasma locations, and finally C banding locates the
centromeres.
We have recently demonstrated that, at least as

regards some chromosomes, there is little variation
between individual human males in the localisation
of chiasmata,' 2 and on this basis chiasma data have
been used to construct genetic maps giving map
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Chiasma distribution, genetic lengths, and recombination fractions

FIG 1 Distamycin AIDAPI stained cells. Note the bright
fluorescence on chromosomes 1, 9, 15, 16, and the Y.
(a) Mitotic cell (lymphocyte). (b) Meiotic cell at
diakinesis.

distances and recombination fractions along the
chromosome arms for chromosomes 1, 2, and 9.1 2
In this report, we present the chiasma distribution
patterns on chromosomes 15 and 16 from two human
males with normal mitotic 46,XY karyotypes, and
compare these with those from one other normal
male investigated previously.4 No significant inter-
individual variation was found and the chiasma data
have been pooled to calculate male genetic map
intervals and recombination fractions along the
arms of these two chromosomes.

Materials and methods

Testicular biopsies were obtained during the investi-
gation into the infertility of two patients, aged 27
and 29 years. Both had an apparently normal mitotic
46,XY karyotype and normal testicular histology.
Slides were prepared by the air drying technique
described by Hulten et al5 and then sequentially
stained using quinacrine mustard, Distamycin A
plus DAP[, cresyl fast violet, and finally C banding.

This order is essential and in our experience the
sequence may not be altered.
Distamycin A is a non-fluorescent antibiotic

which, when combined with the DAPI fluorochrome,
reduces the overall fluorescence intensity of the
chromosomes except for the heterochromatin of the
secondary constrictions of chromosomes 1, 9, 16,
the short arm of chromosome 15, and the distal
part of the long arm of the Y, which remain brightly
fluorescent.6 There was no obvious difference bet-
ween the DA-DAPI fluorescence of the diakinesis/
metaphase I chromosomes and that of the mitotic
PHA stimulated lymphocytes (fig 1). Thus, chromo-
somes 1, 9, and 16 showed bright fluorescence of the
secondary constrictions, corresponding to the con-
stitutive heterochromatin, and in addition there was
some fluorescence of the short arm of chromosome
15 and the distal part of the long arm of the Y.
Neither of the two men investigated had any striking
heteromorphism in their DA-DAPI fluorescence.
Occasionally some other chromosomes showed
fluorescent centromeres as is also seen at mitosis.

Cells analysed by the quadruple staining tech-
nique (fig 2) were projected at about 2500 times
magnification, bivalents 1, 9, 15, and 16 were drawn,
and the centromere and chiasma positions measured
using a digitiser. Chiasmata located within the most
distal part of a chromosome arm, that is, corres-
ponding to the width of the paired chromosomes,
are referred to as 'terminal'. In some instances where
the staining is faint, it is possible to see that such
chiasmata are rarely terminal in the strict sense of the
word. In other cases, however, heavy staining of the
bivalents prevents elucidation of the precise location
and we have therefore classified both these types of
chiasmata as 'terminal'.
The chiasma patterns of chromosomes 1 and 9

were within the normal range of variation, indicating
that the infertility of the two subjects investigated
here is caused by factors other than those affecting
chiasma formation. We have therefore considered
them representative of the normal population as
regards chromosomes 15 and 16 also.
The genetic distance between any two loci on a

chromosome is normally expressed in centiMorgans
(cM). A Morgan unit of genetic length is that length
of a chromatid which has experienced, on average,
one cross-over per meiotic division. Since each
cross-over only affects two of the four chromatids,
genetic map distances in Morgans were obtained
as half the mean chiasma frequency between any two
landmarks.
The corresponding recombination fractions are

expressed in percentages. Each chiasma between two
loci represents a single recombination event and is
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FIG 2 Meiotic cell at diakinesis stained consecutively by (a) quinacrine mustard to differentiate J6p from 16q;
(b) Distamycin AIDAPI to identify bivalents 15 and 16 easily; (c) cresyl fast violet to obtain a sharp outline of
the chromosomes and chiasma position for drawing and measuring; and (d) C banding for location of the centromere.

therefore expected to produce two recombinant and
two non-recombinant gametes. Under the assump-
tion that there is no chromatid interference, two or
more chiasmata between the two loci will still
produce 50% recombinant and 50% non-recom-
binant gametes.7 The recombination fractions were
thus calculated as half the proportion of cells with at
least one chiasma in the region concerned. The major
bands ofthe mitotic chromosome as given in Francke
and Oliver8 were taken as landmarks, and the
chiasma frequency of the corresponding parts of the
meiotic chromosome were used for the calculations
of genetic distance and recombination fraction.' 2

Results

MEAN CENTROMERE INDEX

The mean meiotic centromere index is 16*2 (SD 2 - 5)
for bivalent 15 and 42-3 (SD 4-6) for bivalent 16,
in good agreement with the results from mitotic
cells and the measurements of Hulten.4

CHIASMA DATA
The numbers of bivalents analysed for chiasma
frequency and chiasma distribution are given in
table 1.
The mean chiasma frequency of the acrocentric
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Chiasma distribution, genetic lengths, and recombination fractions

chromosome 15 is 2*07 (SD 0-07). There were no
chiasmata in the short arm 15p. The sub-meta-
centric chromosome 16 has a mean chiasma fre-
quency of 2.01 (SD 0-01) and the values for 16p
and 16q are 1 01 (SD 0 01) and 1-00 (SD 0 00)
respectively (table 2).
The distribution of chiasmata within chromosome

TABLE 1 Age of the individual males and number of
cells analysed.
Male Cause of Age No of cells scored Symbols

investigation in figs
Chromo- Chromo- 6 and 7
some 15 some 16

HB-28 (case 1) Infertility 29 55 64 *
HB-36 (case 2) Infertility 27 23 28 *
H-173 (Hult6n4) Prostatic

cancer 81 22 26 A
Total 100 118

arms is given in the histograms in figs 3, 4, and 5. No
chiasmata were observed in the heterochromatic
regions which were brightly fluorescent by the DA-
DAPI technique, that is, there were no chiasmata in
i5p or 16qh. It is evident from the histograms that
chiasmata are not uniformly distributed within
chromosome arms, but are clustered within parti-
cular regions of the chromosome.
The chiasma pattern within bivalent 15q is entirely

different from that of bivalent 16, in that proximal
chiasmata occur much more often in the acrocentric
chromosome 15 than in the sub-metacentric chromo-
some 16, but both show a strong tendency to form
'terminal' chiasmata (fig 3). The most common type
of configuration in 1 Sq is two chiasmata, one
proximal and one distal (table 2). Occasionally there
are three chiasmata, with the first counted from the
centromere outwards being proximal, the second

TABLE 2 Chiasma frequencies for chromosomes 15 and 16. The proportion of each of the bivalent classes and the
mean chiasma frequencies for these chromosomes are shown together with their mean centromere indices.

Bivalent Mean centromere Bivalent classes Chiasma frequency (SD)
index (SD)

No of chiasmata Frequency of Total p q
per arm cells (7%)
p q

0:1 2-6
15 16-2 (2-5) 0 :2 89-7 2-07 (0-07) - 2-07 (0-07)

0:3 7-7
16 42.3 (4-6) 1:1 98-9 2.01 (0-01) 1-01 (0-01) 1.00 (0 00)

2:1 1-1
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FIG 3 Chiasma distribution within chromosomes 15 and 16. The histograms represent the pooled chiasma data from
the two males HB-28 and HB-36 and give the total number of chiasmata along the chromosome arms. The sections
correspond to 10% of the length of the q arms. Note the proximalpeak adjacent to the centromere in 15q in
comparison to the absence of chiasmata in the pericentromeric regions of chromosome 16.
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FIG 4 Chiasma distribution within chromosome 15 for the two maks. (a) HB-28. Each bivalent class is given
separately with single chiasma bivalents (bivalent class 0:1) at the top, triple chiasma bivalents (0:3) in the middle,
and doubk chiasma bivalents (0:2) at the bottom. (b) HB-36 with triple chiasma bivalents (0:3) at the top and
double chiasma bivalents (0:2) at the bottom.
= First chiasma countedfrom the centromere outwards.
_ Second chiasma countedfrom the centromere outwards.
M Third chiasma countedfrom the centromere outwards.

medial, and the third distal (almost always
'terminal'). Bivalents with only one chiasma are
rarely seen, and in these the chiasma is usually
medially located.
Chromosome 16 had one chiasma in each arm,

which was most often 'terminally' located. One
exceptional cell had two chiasmata in the short arm
of chromosome 16, one proximal and one distal, in
addition to the one in the long arm.
A statistical analysis using the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov two sample test9 10 demonstrated no
significant difference in chiasma pattern between
the two males as regards chromosomes 15 or 16,
and neither showed any difference from the pattern
described for the single male analysed by Hult6n.4
The K values range from 0 15 to 1 * 26, which are not
significant at the 5% level. In the following calcula-
tions, therefore, the data from all three subjects
have been pooled.
The total chiasma derived genetic length of

chromosome 15q is 100-9 cM. Chromosome 16 is

marginally longer, 102.8 cM, with the short arm
slightly longer genetically (52-2 cM) than the long
arm (50.6 cM). To illustrate the general pattern of
recombination, the genetic map distances between
the centromere and points along the chromosome
arms corresponding to 10% intervals of physical
length have been plotted in fig 6a and b. In l5q
there is a rise up to 60% of the arm length, followed
by a flattening in the 60 to 90% interval caused by a
lower chiasma frequency, and then a sharp increase
towards the end of the arm owing to the high chiasma
frequency in this region (fig 6a). In contrast, both
arms of chromosome 16 show relatively much
slower rises with steep increases only in the last 10%
intervals (fig 6b).
The cumulative recombination fraction of 15q

increases up to about 70% of the chromosome arm
by which point at least one chiasma has always
occurred, and accordingly the recombination
fraction is 50% (fig 7a). It should be noted, however,
that the cumulative recombination fraction and

q

p c
Bivulent class 0: 2

(a)

q
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FIG 5 Chiasma distribution within chromosome 16 for
the two males. (a) HB-28 with triple chiasma bivalent
(bivalent class 2:1) at the top and double chiasma
bivalents (1:1) at the bottom. (b) HB-36 with double
chiasma bivalents (1:1) only. Note similarities between
the two subjects in chiasma pattern in double chiasma
bivalents.
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FIG 6 Chiasma derived cumulative genetic distances between the centromere and 10% intervals along chromosome
JSq (a) and chromosome 16p and 16q (b). The values for each of the three men are given separately, the line
representing the mean. * Case 1. 0 Case 2. A Hulten.4
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FIG 7 Chiasma derived recombination fractions between the centromere and JO% intervals along chromosonme
15q (a) and chromosonme l6p and 16q (b).
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genetic lengths have the same numerical values only
up to about 400% of the 15q arm length, and that
beyond this point recombination fractions show
lower values. By comparison, the recombination
fractions of 16p and 16q increase more slowly and
do not reach 50% until the end of the chromosome
arm (fig 7b). The recombination values in 16q do not
diverge from those of genetic distance, since this
arm has invariably one chiasma.
The relationship between physical and genetic

lengths is further illustrated in fig 7, giving the genetic
map intervals of chromosomes 15 (fig 8a) and 16
(fig 8b) corresponding to the major band borders of

Genetic

FIG 8 Relationship between
physical and genetic length of(a)
chromosomeISand (b) chromosome
16. The physical map gives the
major bands as measured by
Francke and Oliver. 8 The genetic
map is derivedfrom tlhe chiasma
frequency of the corresponding
parts of the meiotic chromosomes.

(b)

Francke and Oliver.8 The high numbers of chias-
mata occurring distally and 'terminally' cause a
dramatic genetic extension of the bands 15q26,
16pl3, and 16q24, while the remaining parts of
chromosome 16 (16p11-*l2 plus 16qll-+23) show
very little recombination. In contrast, the proximal
part of 15q (bands 15q12--14) has a higher level of
recombination than the medial part (bands 15ql5->-
25).
The genetic distances between band borders and

their corresponding recombination fractions esti-
mated from the chiasma data are given in table 3.
The numbers are presented in such a way that the

100
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(b) Short arm of chroniosome 16.

Cen 16plI1 6pl2 16pl3 Ter

0.9 (0-9) 7-4 (2-0) 52.2 (3-1) cM
50 %

6.6 (1-7) 51-3 (2-2) cM
50 %
44.7 (3*3) cM
44-1 (2.4) %

values between any two band borders may be ob-
tained. For example, in table 3a, the genetic length of
band 15qll is 4.6 cM (SD 1 9) and that of band
15q21 is 10 3 cM (SD 1 4). The cumulative genetic
distance between the centromere and the distal
border of band 15q21 is 51.2 cM (SD 5 5) and the
corresponding recombination fraction is 48.2%
(SD 2.4). Similarly, the genetic distance between the
proximal border of band 15q21 and the distal border
of band 15q23 is 11-4 cM (SD 2.5), but in this
instance the recombination fraction has the same
numerical value.

Discussion

We have chosen to compare the chiasma distribution
patterns of bivalents 15 and 16 not only because
these chromosomes happen to be easily identified
by the DA-DAPI staining technique but also
because this comparison serves to illustrate the
influence of arm ratio on the chiasma locations and
thus on patterns of recombination. Chromosomes
15 and 16 are of roughly equal physical length and
have almost the same mean number of chiasmata
(table 1). Yet the distribution along the chromo-
some arms is entirely different, the nearly meta-
centric chromosome 16 almost always having two
chiasmata, one in each arm, located distally/
'terminally', while the acrocentric chromosome 15
shows more variation with either one, two, or three
localised chiasmata in the long arm and none in the
short arm (fig 4).

In the situation where the long arm ofchromosome
15 has three chiasmata, one is always located ad-
jacent to the centromere. Therefore, the idea com-
monly expressed that chiasmata in the human never
occur in the vicinity of the centromere should be
refuted. In the human male, this is generally true for
non-acrocentric chromosomes and the short acro-
centrics (in the majority of cells), but it is not true
for the long acrocentrics, where there is, in fact, a
prominent proximal peak near the centromere. Our
interpretation of this situation is that these chias-
mata are preferentially formed in this particular part
of the chromosome, that is, they are 'localised'."1
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(c) Long arm of chromosome 16.
Cen 16ql1 16ql2 16q21 16q22 16q23 16q24 Ter

0 0.6 (1-1) 0.6 (1-1) 2.1 (1-4) 10.5 (5-7) 50.6 (1-1) cM
50 %

0.6(1-1) 0.6(1-1) 2.1(1-4) 10.5(5.7) 50.6(1-1) cM
50 %

0 1.45 (1-9) 9.8 (6-8) 50 cM
1.45 (1-9) 9-8 (6-8) 50 cM

8.4 (5-6) 48.6 (1-9) cM
40.2 (6-8) cM

Other examples ofchiasmata interpreted as 'localised'
are the distal peaks in 15q, 16p, and 16q (fig 3). As
discussed in more detail in the previous articles in
this series,1 2 we find it unlikely that the clustering of
chiasmata is a result of movement from their
original positions, particularly in view of the recent
BrdU labelling experiments12 13 which, in a variety
of organisms, demonstrate a correspondence be-
tween label exchange and chiasma position.
Having described the general features of the

chiasma distribution, one wonders about variation
between persons. A certain amount of inter-
individual variation might be expected when dealing
with a biological parameter which must be under
genetic control. From this viewpoint, it is remark-
able that the two men investigated here show almost
identical patterns of chiasma distribution in bi-
valents 15 and 16 and that this pattern is indis-
tinguishable from that of the only male investigated
previously.4 The lack of inter-individual variation in
chiasma distribution on bivalents 15 and 16 is also
reflected in the homogeneity of cumulative genetic
length along the chromosome arms (fig 6a, b), and
the same holds true for the recombination fraction
between the centromere and points along the
chromosome arm (fig 7a, b).
The explanation for the extended genetic length

in the distal part of 15q, although full recombination
is already reached at 70% of the way along the arm,
is that the genetic map distance is estimated as half
the mean number of chiasmata, while the recom-
bination fraction is calculated as the proportion of
cells having at least one chiasma in the region
concerned. Under the assumption that there is no
chromatid interference, the recombination fraction
then remains unchanged with the occurrence of a
second or third chiasma. On the other hand, no
striking discrepancies are observed between these
parameters in chromosome 16 because here there is
nearly always a single chiasma in each arm.
The genetic maps in fig 8 serve further to illustrate

the non-randomness of the distribution of recom-
bination along the chromosome arms. A glance at
these maps suggests that it may be misleading to
equate genetic lengths directly with the number of

genes'4 or with the DNA content.'5 If our assump-
tions that chiasmata at diakinesis/metaphase I
directly reflect crossing-over sites are true, then, for
example, the proximal 50% of 16q, which contains
approximately 25 Mbp ofDNA, has a genetic length
of only 2.1 cM (table 3c), while the value for the
distal 18%, which contains only about 9 Mbp of
DNA, is 40.2 cM. Here a section of chromosome
which is one third of the length of another is
expected to have 20 times as much recombination.

It should be borne in mind, however, that this
particular example deals with the situation in the
human male and we expect that the chiasma dis-
tribution, and therefore the recombination pattern,
is quite different in the female.

A grant received from the Lebanese University,
Faculty of Science, is gratefully acknowledged. We
would like to thank Dr Gareth Jones, Genetics
Department, University of Birmingham for his
helpful comments on the manuscript and David
Laurie and Rodger Palmer from this laboratory for
valuable discussion.
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